
what?

DASH IS A CHILD'S FIRST
REAL ROBOT

FRIEND|BUILT TO INSPIRE

Small but mighty, Dot is Dash’s
companion, and quite a brainy

little robot on its own. Dot
comes with several built-in

games, such as Magic Dot Ball,
Dot of Music, and Light Sword.
Using our free apps, Wonder

and Blockly, students can create
more than 100 games. Plus, with

its IR-sensors, Dot can sense
and even control Dash!

Dash is a real robot, charged
and ready to play out of the
box. Responding to voice,
navigating objects, dancing,
and singing, Dash is the robot
you always dreamed of having.
Use Wonder, Blockly, and other
apps to create new behaviors
for Dash — doing more with
robotics than ever possible. No
books or camps needed!

how?
Place the robot on the floor,

turn it on and activate Bluetooth
on your smartphone or tablet.
Open one of Dash's apps, and

follow the instructions to set up
the robot. The app and the

robot use the same language
selected in the language

settings of your mobile device.
Play!

Dot is a clever little robot with
multiple sensors and a quirky

personality that powers the Do-
It-Yourself projects in the new

Dot Creativity Kit. Kids will learn
about robotics and develop

fundamental coding and
problem-solving skills while

having fun. Dot’s projects range
from crafting and active play to

storytelling and construction.

Award-winning - Early Education Choice - Learning Toy  

Dash
Dot



DASH IS MORE THAN JUST AN ENGAGING PERSONALITY. THERE ARE NO LIMITS TO WHAT
YOUR CHILD CAN DO WITH DASH

Features and Benefits

Dash
What do you get?

Launcher for Dash What do you get?

RECOMMENDED FOR AGE 6+

1 Dash
1 Charging Cord
2 Building Brick Connectors
Getting Started Guide

3 projectiles 
6 stacking targets that can attach to LEGO®-
compatible bricks (not included) to build intricate
targets.

Launcher is our customer-favorite accessory for the
Dash robot. This fun accessory transforms your
Dash robot into a projectile-launching machine.
Because it's powered by a Dash robot, kids can
learn how simple machines like a lever work, and
they will also learn about trajectories.

Bring coding to life – Kids can watch their virtual coding turn into tangible learning
experiences in real-time as Dash, with its performance and multiple sensors, interacts

with and responds to its surroundings.
Get ready to roll – A thoughtful design and approachable personality make Dash the

perfect companion for both boys and girls, right out of the box -- no assembly (or
experience!) necessary.

Gear up for growth  – Recognized by parents and educators alike, the award-winning
Dash guides kids of all experience levels through a library of in-app challenges to

inspire tomorrow’s inventors.



DASH IS MORE THAN JUST AN ENGAGING PERSONALITY. THERE ARE NO LIMITS TO WHAT
YOUR CHILD CAN DO WITH DASH

Features and Benefits

Dot What do you get?

Dot Creativity Kit What do you get?

RECOMMENDED FOR AGE 6+

Dot the robot with an attachable stand
2 building brick connectors
2 plastic to cardboard connectors
20 project cards with games & activities
10 costumes
1 squishy case
1 constructible mood lamp
Over 100 stickers
Multiple project accessories
1 charging cable
3 free downloadable mobile apps (Wonder,
Blockly, & Go) with dozens of challenges,
puzzles, and hours of free play

Bring coding to life – Kids can watch their virtual coding turn into tangible learning
experiences in real-time as Dash, with its performance and multiple sensors, interacts

with and responds to its surroundings.
Get ready to roll – A thoughtful design and approachable personality make Dash the

perfect companion for both boys and girls, right out of the box -- no assembly (or
experience!) necessary.

Gear up for growth  – Recognized by parents and educators alike, the award-winning
Dash guides kids of all experience levels through a library of in-app challenges to

inspire tomorrow’s inventors.

Introduce robotics to lower grade levels.

There's a Dot app for every age group,
learning level, and play style
Built-in rechargeable lithium-ion battery
Bluetooth Smart 4 /LE connectivity


